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The creative challenge.
Nationwide will hold the second Sales Invitational in March 31 to April 3, 2016. This is a very high-end event that 
rewards an elite group of advisors/BGAs/IMOs for their life/annuity sales volume and sales potential with Nationwide.

Attendees and their guests will receive an all-expenses-paid trip to the idyllic Montage Resort in Laguna Beach 
California.  Over the four days, they’ll have access to Nationwide’s Senior Leaders while being wined, dined and 
entertained. Guest speakers will cover topics around philanthropy, wellness and personal growth.

A select group of Nationwide’s elite producers/principals/managers ranked in the 
Top 20 based on their 2015 life/annuity production with Nationwide or identified 
as a high potential producer for other reasons.

They should be excited to keep selling Nationwide life/annuity products for an 
opportunity to qualify for the all-expenses-paid trip to Montage Resort in Laguna 
Beach, CA with a guest.

They’re being rewarded with the trip to The Montage Resort, where they’ll have 
access to Nationwide’s senior leaders, be pampered at the fabulous resort and be 
treated to exclusive events and motivational speakers.

Who are we talking to?

What do we want them to do?

Why should they do it?
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Santa Barbara, CA // 2014

Existing materials

Pre-event flier

PULL

Make 2014 your year to shine

We’re pleased to announce the 2014 Life Insurance Sales Invitational. As one of 
our valued partners, you have the opportunity to qualify for a chance to attend 
this event being held October 9 – 12 in Santa Barbara, CA. 

If selected, you and a guest will receive an all-expense-paid trip to the Bacara 
Resort and Spa. During your stay, you’ll be treated to meals at some of the resort’s 
seven award-winning restaurants, plus planned events, such as:  

— Golf at the Sandpiper Golf Club
— Horseback riding along Santa Barbara shoreline
— Boat charter or sailing cruise
— Wine country tours

Attendees will be chosen based on their fixed life insurance production with 
Nationwide® during the first half of 2014 (details on back).

We wish you luck, and hope to see you in Santa Barbara!

Please note that all transportation, meal and recreation expenses 
for the qualifying attendee’s guest will be reported as income to 
the qualifying attendee. Events are subject to change without 
notice based on availability and weather conditions.

Destination: retreat

Email banner One-pager

Photo book cover

Please note that agenda items are tentative and subject to change. 

Nationwide, Nationwide Financial and the Nationwide framemark are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company.

© 2013 Nationwide Financial Services, Inc. All rights reserved.

LAM-1871AO-BG (03/13)

Agenda
Combined evening event: 
Guest speaker Chris Spielman, breast cancer awareness advocate, ESPN analyst, four-time  
Detroit Lions Pro Bowl linebacker and two-time Ohio State All-American

Sessions: 
Long-term Care Rider

Software Niches: Maximizing the Use of Nationwide 
Illustration Software

Long-term Care Needs Calculator

New Innovation: Nationwide Drop Ticket Solution

Nationwide Business Solutions Group: Making the 
Business Market Effective for You

Competitive Intelligence: Indexed Universal Life 

Sales Opportunities to Grow your Indexed 
Universal Life Business

Sessions: 
How to Read Attending Physician Statements

Medical Presentations: Hepatitis C and  
Pulmonary Nodules

Underwriting of the Future: STEP, ePolicy  
Delivery, Automated Underwriting, Rx Checks

Underwriting Jeopardy

Combined evening event:
Dinner and tour at the Jack Nicklaus Museum

Sessions: 
Personal Development: Executive Presence

Personal Development: Happiness Advantage

Maximizing Advisor Relationships: What Makes 
Them Tick?

Maximizing Field Underwriting

Sessions: 
Personal Development: Executive Presence

Personal Development: Happiness Advantage

Medical Presentation: The Thyroid

06.18.13

06.20.13 06.20.13

06.19.13 06.19.13

Event lockup Event invitation
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Our approach
Our strategy includes multiple touches throughout the campaign. A potential downside is that the 
promotional messages could become stale or feel repetitive to the invitees. For that reason, we developed 
a three-phase messaging approach that can be applied to any of the concepts proposed for the campaign.

Each concept incorporates three campaign stages with unique messaging that corresponds to each 
phase — in addition, messages and gifts can align with speaker topics and/or excursions, building on the 
excitement as we get closer to the event:

Pre-event

Tactics

• save-the-date invitation

• email drip campaign

• premium item

• congratulations letter and award/gift

• invitation to register

Sample messaging

“As one of our valued partners, you have the 
opportunity to qualify for an all-expenses-
paid trip to the Montage Resort in Laguna 
Beach, CA, held March 31 to April 3, 2016. 
Please refer to qualifying details. Good luck.”

At the event

Tactics

• welcome kit with itinerary / agenda

• signage / room drops / mirror clings

• themed presentation

• speaker bios

Sample messaging

“Welcome. We’re delighted that you 
and your guest are able to join us at the 
luxury Montage Resort for four days of 
dynamic talks, recreational excursions, and 
networking. Make sure to relax during your 
stay as you enjoy the cultural attractions of 
Laguna Beach.”

Post-event

Tactics

• thank-you card with memento/souvenir

• survey related to the campaign  
and event

Sample messaging

“Thank you for attending the 2016 
Nationwide Sales Invitational at the Montage 
Resort in Laguna Beach, CA. We enjoyed 
getting to know you better and look forward 
to our ongoing partnership.”
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Logo lockup

Nationwide
SALES INVITATIONAL

Laguna Beach, California

Nationwide
SALES INVITATIONAL

 L
A
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2016

NATIONWIDE
SALES INVITATIONAL

Laguna Beach,  California  //   2016

Laguna Beach

California

2016

Nationwide
SALES INVITATIONAL

v.1

v.3

v.2

v.4
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Concept 1

The art of ...

Overview 
The attendees are high-achieving sales professionals. It’s generally understood that leisure does not come easily to 
ambitious people, so the concept speaks to their readiness to relax as well as well as gives prominence to the arts 
community of Laguna Beach. It can be expanded to incorporate guest speaker topics and excursions, like “The art of 
philanthropy / wellness / personal growth” and “The art of local cuisine / gallery hops / whale and dolphin watching.”

Sample copy

At the event

The art of relaxation.

You’ve worked for it and you 
deserve it.

Post-event

The art of reflection.

Your thoughts count.

Pre-event

The art of competition.

You’ve got what it takes to rise 
to the challenge.
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Concept 1

The art of ...

Visual inspiration 
Photos and design elements will highlight the resort and its oceanfront 
views, as well as local points of interest, like the Laguna Beach Arts District.

Promotional items 
Gifts and room drops could include prints, hand-crafted items, or other 
artistic objects. We could partner with a local artist either for promotional 
tactics or for a gallery type event to be held during the conference.

Color Palette

Primary

PMS 326 PMS 2985PMS 2965
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Overview 
The concept highlights the target audience’s pursuit of their goals while featuring Nationwide as their cheerleader. The 
attendees are ambitious sales professionals who understand that it takes stamina to achieve great things. As a business partner 
who values their efforts, Nationwide is there to encourage them, help them stay on track, and applaud their success. The word 
key in the headline refers to any of the following variables: relationship, goals, stamina, competition, achievement, celebration, 
motivation and networking.

Quotes 
“People do not decide to become extraordinary. They decide to accomplish extraordinary things.” 
  – Sir Edmund Hillary

“When you’ve got something to prove, there’s nothing greater than a challenge.”  
  – Terry Bradshaw

 “Action is the foundational key to all success.“ 
  – Pablo Picasso

Concept 2

The key to success

Sample copy

At the event

Success deserves 
celebration.

Your enthusiasm has paid off.

Post-event

Success thrives on 
motivation.

Your efforts are appreciated.

Pre-event

Success is cultivated.

Set your sights high.
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Concept 2

The key to success

Visual inspiration 
Photos and design elements will feature ordinary people who have 
achieved extraordinary things, together with quotes by famous people. 

Promotional items 
These could relate to an object that was crucial to the success of these 
great people, like a compass (Columbus), a Nike FuelBand (Phil Knight), 
a tablet (Gates).

Color Palette

Primary

PMS 2133

People do not decide to become 
extraordinary. They decide to 
accomplish extraordinary things. 
– Sir Edmund Hillary

“
”

When you’ve got something 
to prove, there’s nothing 
greater than a challenge. 
– Terry Bradshaw

“

”

Secondary

PMS 376 PMS 326 PMS 2965

”
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Overview 
This is a benefit-focused concept that stresses the importance of making time to relax and celebrate 
success—the advisors will be encouraged to invest in both their physical and mental wellbeing. 
 
Building a business is hard work. The high-performing advisors need to occasionally take a break to avoid 
burnout and recharge, before committing themselves to their next goals.

Concept 3

Reboot. Recharge. Reflect.

Sample copy

At the event

Recharge.

Enjoy your well-deserved break.

Post-event

Reflect.

Take your knowledge to new heights.

Pre-event

Reboot.

Set your goals for 2015.
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Visual inspiration
• This concept will rely heavily on imagery of the resort and spa to help 

evoke a sense of the restoration and relaxation that awaits qualifiers.  

• The concept could be enhanced with a typographic treatment of 
appropriate keywords starting with “re,” such as: relax, reflect, reward, 
retreat, recharge, refuel, revive, regroup, rebalance, remotivate, 
rejuvenate, reprioritize, reenergize, and reaffirm.

Promotional items
• International adapter plug set

• Exotic coffee/tea, energy bars and drinks

Color Palette

Concept 3

Reboot. Recharge. Reflect.

Reboot.
Recharge.
Reflect.

Primary

PMS 549 PMS 130 PMS 222
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Sample emails

As one of our valued partners, you could be on your way to a premier resort set along the 
picturesque coastline of southern California. Between January 1 and December 31, 2015,  
you’ll have the opportunity to qualify for an all-expense-paid trip to the luxurious Montage  
Resort in Laguna Beach.

From March 31 to April 3, 2016 — if selected — you 
and a guest will get to relax and unwind as you meet 
with Nationwide’s senior leaders, hear from guest 
speakers and experience some of the incredible 
food and activities this five-star resort and the 
surrounding area have to offer.

Attendees will be chosen based on their fixed 
life production — annuity, mutual fund and other 
business line sales are excluded. This offer to 
qualify is intended exclusively for you. Attendance is 
by invitation only and is not transferable. See details 
about qualification rules and other requirements.

Rise to the challenge in 2015. 

Good luck! We hope to see you in Laguna Beach for a well-deserved and momentous 
getaway. Contact me for details.

<Insert RVP’s name>
<Insert RVP’s mobile-enabled phone number>

<Insert RVP’s name>
<Insert RVP’s mobile-enabled phone number>

Dear <<insert name>>,

Take part in the  
art of competition. 

SUBJECT:
Lorem ipsum dolot set amet

View this email as a web page

The art of ...

As one of our valued partners, you could be on your way to a premier resort set along the 
breathtaking coastline of southern California. Between January 1 and December 31, 2015,  
you’ll have the opportunity to qualify for an all-expense-paid trip to the luxurious Montage  
Resort in Laguna Beach.

From March 31 to April 3, 2016 — if selected — you 
and a guest will get to relax and unwind as you meet 
with Nationwide’s senior leaders, hear from guest 
speakers and experience some of the incredible 
food and activities this five-star resort and the 
surrounding area have to offer.

Attendees will be chosen based on their fixed 
life production — annuity, mutual fund and other 
business line sales are excluded. This offer to qualify 
is intended exclusively for you. Attendance is by 
invitation only and is not transferable. See details 
about qualification rules and other requirements.

Set your sights high in 2015.  

Good luck! We hope to see you in Laguna Beach for 
a well-deserved and momentous getaway. Contact 
me for details.

<Insert RVP’s name>
<Insert RVP’s mobile-enabled phone number>

Dear <<insert name>>,

“People do not decide to 
become extraordinary. 
They decide to accomplish 
extraordinary things.”

– Sir Edmund Hillary

Success  
is cultivated. 

View this email as a web page

The key to success

As one of our valued partners, you could be on your way to a premier resort set along the 
picturesque coastline of southern California. Between January 1 and December 31, 2015,  
you’ll have the opportunity to qualify for an all-expense-paid trip to the luxurious Montage  
Resort in Laguna Beach.

From March 31 to April 3, 2016 — if selected — you 
and a guest will get to relax and unwind as you meet 
with Nationwide’s senior leaders, hear from guest 
speakers and experience some of the incredible 
food and activities this five-star resort and the 
surrounding area have to offer.

Attendees will be chosen based on their fixed 
life production — annuity, mutual fund and other 
business line sales are excluded. This offer to 
qualify is intended exclusively for you. Attendance is 
by invitation only and is not transferable. See details 
about qualification rules and other requirements.

Set your goals for 2015. 

Good luck! We hope to see you in Laguna Beach for a well-deserved and momentous 
getaway. Contact me for details.

<Insert RVP’s name>
<Insert RVP’s mobile-enabled phone number>

Dear <<insert name>>,

Reboot. 
Set your goals for 2015.

SUBJECT:
Lorem ipsum dolot set amet

View this email as a web page

Reboot. Recharge. Reflect.



Brand Identity &  
Creative Services

We drive business results that 
exceed partner expectations  

by developing on-brand 
marketing and creative 
solutions through our  

expertise and commitment  
to Nationwide.

OUR MISSION

OUR APPROACH

We are confident innovators

Thinking outside of the box comes naturally.  
We carefully compose holistic solutions  
that go above and beyond expectations. 

We are trusted leaders

We challenge ourselves, the industry  
and each other. We push the brand through 
efficient processes that drive results.

We are influential partners

We are champions of the brand who  
communicate and educate our partners  
with thoughtful and informed solutions.  
We maintain transparency and build  
successful relationships.

We are insightful problem solvers

As marketing experts, we guide the  
business in understanding our customers.  
We offer intelligent solutions, are  
committed to learning and hit the  
mark in a creative, consistent manner. 

We are inspired collaborators

We listen to the needs and goals of  
our partners. We’re highly innovative  
and passionate about what we do —  
always looking for ways to raise the bar.

We are authentic team players

We belong at Nationwide because of our  
genuine, dependable and collaborative  
approach. We stand out because of our  
passion — creating an environment many  
of us never want to leave.

HOW WE DELIVER

Brand Evolution

•  Drive brand development

•  Promote brand awareness,  
education and engagement

•  Develop dimensional, brand-aligned  
messaging across the enterprise

•  Protect intellectual property

Customer Focused Communication

•  Govern enterprise customer  
communication rewrites and reviews 

•  Maintain brand-aligned  
communication guidelines

•  Educate partners on brand voice  
and guidelines

Creative Strategy

•  Deliver messaging and design concepts 
through campaigns and tactics

•  Develop breakthrough, on-brand  
creative solutions across print, digital, 
photography and video

•  Manage resources with efficient  
and effective processes

Account & Agency Management

•  Manage relationships across internal  
partners, Centers of Excellence and  
external agencies

•  Drive scope and manage budget

•  Negotiate proposals and fees

•  Evaluate agency performance and  
facilitate action planning


